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We received this anonymous announcement in the mail, with no contact info available. The author enclosed a cash donation to
us if we would post this announcement in our newsletter, and I say, "sure, we'll post it!". No sense asking us about it – we're not
putting it on, and we don't know who is! Apparently, you will have to attend if you want to know more about these meetings:

FLAT EARTH Meetups in August
Let's gather and discuss the biggest conspiracy of them all! Including:
 The faked moon landings
 Every image from "space" is an artist's rendering / CGI
 No discernible curvature
 Constellations have not changed in 12.000+ years
 The horizon always rises to eye level, indicating n infinite plane
 And much more!

Meeting Dates
Tuesday, August 8
Thursday, August 17
Saturday, August 26
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Vallard Coffee Works
Third Place Books, Stadler Room
Green Bean Coffee

Ballard
Lake Forest Park
Greenwood

6:30 pm
6:30 pm
3 pm
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ATTENTION ALL TESLA WORSHIPPERS, FREE-ENERGY BUFFS, "CRAZY" INVENTORS, ANOMALY HUNTERS, SCALAR RESEARCHERS,
ANTIGRAVITATIONALISTS, AND OVER-UNITARIANS!
First Friday of the month – July 7, 2017, 7:30 pm
Meetings of Seattle's "weird sciences group" will take place the first Friday of each month and yes, the general public is very
welcome to attend.
BRING SNACKS!
Email me at billb@eskimo.com and ask to be put on the Seattle weird-science email announcements list,
or see http://amasci.com/wsci
Please bring finger food to share. – Pass the hat for room rent.
William J. Beaty
billb at amasci com
SCIENCE HOBBYIST website
http://amasci.com
Seattle, WA
206-762-3818
EE/programmer/science-exhibits amateur science, hobby projects, science fair, unusual
phenomena, tesla coils, weird science

New Material Available for Members to Borrow
Shamanic Healing: Traditional Medicine for the Modern World
by Itzhak Beery and Alberto Villoldo, 2017
Itzhak Beery, a shamanic healer with twenty years' experience, shares wisdom from two of his
teachers, a Yachak from Ecuador and a Brazilian Pagé. He details medicine tools and soul
healing techniques including diagnosis and energy cleansing with plants, stones, fire, rum,
eggs, flower essences, and sound. He shares protection and self-defense techniques for
confronting negative energies, such as spirit attachment and possession. Sharing healing
stories that each address a specific condition, Beery explains how a shaman will consult with
the patient’s soul to determine its needs, which sometimes includes learning from the illness
experience.
Beery reveals the importance of shamanic practices in resolving our 21st-century emotional
and physical problems and their importance to the future of humanity and the planet.

Sekhmet: Transformation in the Belly of the Goddess
by Nicki Scully and Hank Wesselman Ph.D, 2017
Sekhmet is the Egyptian lion goddess, fierce protector of truth, balance, and the Cosmic order
of Ma’at. The goddess of war, she also represents the transformative power of kundalini
energy, or sekhem, she transforms fear and rage into alchemical gold, the universal medicine
for physical, emotional, and soul healing.
The author leads you to an ancient statue of Sekhmet in her chapel at the Temple of Karnak,
where you will experience the alchemical process of transformation in the belly of Sekhmet
until you are rebirthed as a fully realized adult child of the goddess.
This journey of shamanic death, illumination, and rebirth in the belly of Sekhmet allows you to
transform your rage, anger, and fear into creative and constructive solutions that benefit
yourself, your community, and the planet.

One Voice, Sacred Wisdom: Revealing Answers to Some of Life’s
Greatest Mysteries from Your Guides, Spirits and Angels
by James Schwartz, 2017
Using a process called alchemical hypnosis, Schwartz has gathered information from clients
who were in direct communication with their guides and angels. And from those
sessions―about life, death, karma, parallel planes, healing, and why we exist―come new
insights that may challenge many of the spiritual beliefs that we have come to accept,
including clients experiencing the phenomena of visiting different planes of existence during
their hypnosis sessions..
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Ancestral Medicine: Rituals for Personal and Family Healing
by Daniel Foor, Ph.D. , 2017
Everyone has loving and wise ancestors they can learn to invoke for support and healing.
Coming into relationship with your ancestors empowers you to transform negative family
patterns into blessings and encourages good health, self-esteem, clarity of purpose, and
better relationships with your living relatives.
Dr Foor provides exercises and rituals grounded in ancient wisdom traditions to help you
initiate contact with your ancestors, find supportive ancestral guides, cultivate forgiveness and
gratitude, harmonize your bloodlines, and assist the dead who are not yet at peace. He
explains how to safely engage in lineage repair work to transform intergenerational patterns of
pain and abuse and reclaim the full blessings and gifts of their bloodlines.

Lost Scriptures: Books that Did Not Make It into the New
Testament
by Bart D. Ehrman – 2003
An anthology of readable translations of many non-canonical writings that have been for the
most part lost or neglected for almost two millennia.
This anthology includes fifteen Gospels, five non-canonical Acts of the Apostles, thirteen
Epistles, a number of Apocalypses and Secret Books, and several Canon lists.
. Ehrman's introductions helpfully situate the documents in their presumed original settings. An
invaluable collection of texts for both students of early Christianity and general readers

The Genesis Race: Our Extraterrestrial DNA and the True Origins of
the Species
by Will Hart 2003
Great civilizations suddenly sprang up around the globe from a steady-state human culture.
Creation myths tell of gods who fashioned humans in their own image, teaching agriculture
and civilized life. The dominant architecture in Egypt, Peru, Mexico, and China was the
pyramid, though we have no idea came the advanced knowledge to construct such edifices.
Using current research on DNA, Will Hart shows that these gods were actually visitors from
other worlds who genetically engineered modern humanity from the beings that then inhabited
the planet. Humanity’s current stage of development has finally reached the point where the
secret messages of these ancient structures can be decoded.

Community Events
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Note: if you are interested in going with other SML members to this conference, send a note to
newsletter@SeattleMetaphysicalLibrary.org

Interesting Material From Around the Web
Study reveals plants 'listen' to find sources of water
A study led by The University of Western Australia has found plants have far more complex and
developed senses than we thought with the ability to detect and respond to sounds to find water. They
also could tell the difference between the live sound of water and a recording, and did not like the
recording.
More at https://phys.org/news/2017-04-reveals-sources.html
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